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Did You Know?
Did you know your electric cooperative has solar power? In
2016, GreyStone Power’s Cooperative Solar program started
out with 750 solar blocks for members to purchase their
share of the sun. Those blocks sold out in just one month.

ECONOMIC

Development
GreyStone Power

has always been involved

with promoting economic development in our
eight - county service area .

We

are actively

engaged with our local chambers of
commerce and are constantly working with
the industrial building authorities to
attract new industries and grow existing
ones .

This

provides jobs for our membership

and the communities we serve .

ANNUAL
MEETING
GreyStone’s Oct. 10 Annual Meeting
of Members will look different this
year. In the coming weeks, we will
be making announcements about how
it will change. Please check our
website, greystonepower.com, for
the most up-to-date information.
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The original solar blocks are from GreyStone’s solar field,
located at the site of our new
headquarters in Paulding
County, which is currently
under construction.
In 2017, GreyStone
opened up 750 more
blocks for purchase,
bringing the total
number of blocks
offered to 1,500. As
of early July, there
were 1,064 blocks
sold. Each block is
$22 monthly, with a
maximum of two blocks
per member. Members
receive a credit on their bills
for the amount of energy that is
produced by the blocks.
It is easy to sign up! New participants can sign up online by
visiting greystonepower.com/solar. The solar generation
credit will vary due to the sun’s angle, the time of year,
the number of cloudy days in the month and other factors.
Participants can expect to get the vast majority of the
money they have invested returned through the credits.
GreyStone also has options for members with electric
vehicles (EV). In 2019, an EV rate was released for residential
members. Members can sign up for the time-of-use rate,
which can allow you to better control your energy costs.
The EV rate works by charging a lower price per kilowatthour (kWh) during the times of each day in which
GreyStone’s costs are lowest. By visiting greystonepower.
com/ev, GreyStone’s EV webpage, you can view the
breakdown of our new rate. While participating in the EV
rate, members cannot purchase solar blocks.
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GreyStone Power, a not-for-profit electric
cooperative, empowers local schools
and energizes jobs, all while offering
some of the lowest rates in the state.

Stay up to date with GreyStone’s new headquarters by visiting
greystonepower.com/NewHQ

Employee Spotlight: Charles
Charles is a line foreman at GreyStone Power.
He started working at the co-op in 2001.
Charles says he enjoys serving and interacting
with members.
In his free time, Charles likes to spend time with
family and friends.
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